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Overview
In this module, students in Grades 3–5 will explore the concepts of 
Social Awareness and Relationship Skills through an emphasis on art. 
Students will begin by investigating the concept of being unique and 
the importance of being different through an examination of their 
own differences and the unique qualities of their peers. They will 
consider what it means to step into someone else’s shoes and they 
will learn an acronym to help them practice this in their daily lives. 
They will then set a goal that will help them continue to step into 
the shoes of others in the future. The module will conclude with an 
exploration of how to treat everyone with respect and work together 
as a team. Students will apply teamwork strategies as they collaborate 
to create a poster promoting teamwork, while listening to each other’s 
ideas, treating each other kindly, and ultimately learning how to give 
positive feedback!

The accompanying presentation was created with PowerPoint so that 
it can be used in a variety of classrooms. If you are using a laptop 
with an LCD projector, simply progress through the PowerPoint by 
clicking to advance. All of the interactive aspects of the presentation 
are set to occur on a click. This includes images, text boxes, and links 
which will appear in your web browser. If you are using an interactive 
whiteboard, tap on each slide with your finger or stylus to activate the 
interactive aspects of the presentation. There will be information on 
how to proceed in the notes section for each slide.

Content Areas 
Health, Wellness, English Language Arts, Art

Activity Duration 
3 sessions (50–60 minutes each)

Grade Level 
Grades 3–5

Time to Create!
Objectives
Students will:

 ● Consider and explain  
the importance of  
being unique.

 ● Roleplay, evaluate, and 
understand the emotional 
state of others.

 ● Set a tangible and realistic 
future goal related to 
stepping into the shoes  
of others.

 ● Recognize, articulate,  
and value the role that 
each individual plays  
in a larger team.
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Essential Questions
 ● How are we unique and how can we learn from those who are different from us?

 ● How can we understand what others are feeling and experiencing?

 ● What strategies can help us collaborate, build relationships, and listen to others?

Materials
All days:

 ● Device with the ability to project, one for the teacher

 ● Drawing and coloring materials, for the class to share

Day 1:

 ● Handout 1: I am ________, one per student

 ● Handout 2: Interview Guide, one per student

 ● Handout 3: Book Cover, one per student

 ● 2 or 3 books (picture or chapter) with detailed front covers

Day 2:

 ● Handout 4: From My Eyes, I See…, one per student

 ● Handout 5: In their Shoes, one per student

 ● Handout 6: My Goals, one per student

Day 3:

 ● Handout 7: TEAM cards (cut out in advance), one per every 4 students

 ● Scratch paper, a couple pieces for every four students

 ● Poster board or several pieces of printer paper taped together in advance, one per every 4 students

Teacher Prep
 ● Read through the lesson instructions and the corresponding slide presentation in advance.

 ● Make sure the materials are ready to go prior to each day’s lesson. 

Background
Students need more than just academic knowledge to thrive: a foundation of emotional intelligence 
developed through social and emotional learning is crucial as well. Emotional intelligence refers to one’s 
ability to perceive, control, and evaluate emotions. Social and emotional learning therefore teaches 
children how to better understand their emotions, manage their behavior, and navigate interactions with 
others. In addition, social and emotional learning guides children in learning how to set and achieve goals, 
overcome obstacles, and develop healthy relationships. These are skills needed to succeed in school, be 
prepared for the workforce, and become positive and healthy members of society.
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When children are equipped with a foundation of social and emotional knowledge and skills, they are 
more likely to have academic success. Nearly half of children who have suffered three or more adverse 
childhood experiences have low levels of engagement in school, and over forty percent of these children 
demonstrate negative behaviors such as arguing too much, bullying, or being cruel to others. However, 
research shows that effective social and emotional education has the power to strengthen attachment to 
school and reduce negative classroom behavior, which are two significant predictors of who will, not only 
stay in school, but succeed in school.

The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning is the leading organization advancing the 
promotion of integrated academic, social, and emotional learning for children in Pre-K through Grade 12. 
This organization has developed the following five interrelated core competencies for effective social and 
emotional learning:

 ● Self-Awareness concentrates on understanding your emotions and thoughts and how they influence 
your behavior. Skills include self-perception, self-confidence, and self-efficacy.

 ● Self-Management emphasizes your ability to regulate your emotions and behaviors in different 
situations, as well as how to set and work toward goals. Skills include impulse control, executive 
function, stress-management, and self-discipline.

 ● Responsible Decision-Making is the ability to make positive choices and take responsibility for 
positive and negative outcomes. Skills include identifying problems, analyzing situations, solving 
problems, and reflection.

 ● Social Awareness focuses on your ability to empathize with others. Skills include empathy, 
appreciating differences, and respect.

 ● Relationship Skills revolve around your ability to relate well to others. Skills include communicating 
clearly, listening, cooperation, resisting negative pressure, resolving conflicts, and supporting one 
another.

Source: Wings for Kids. www.wingsforkids.org.

The goal of this guide is to give educators a collection of resources designed to strengthen students’ 
emotional intelligence through a social and emotional learning curriculum that focuses on the fourth and 
fifth core competencies: Social Awareness and Relationship Skills. It provides slide-by-slide instructions 
to ensure educators are prepared to explain, discuss, and facilitate the hands-on content in the 
presentation. The presentation is designed to cover three class sessions, but it can be flexible depending 
on the students’ needs and the time available. Additional extension ideas are included at the end of the 
manuscript.
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The three days of lessons follow an inquiry-driven 5E instructional model: Engage, Explore, Explain, 
Elaborate, and Evaluate. Over the course of three class sessions, students will explore the competencies 
of Social Awareness and Relationship Skills through the lens of their corresponding sections in the Wings 
Words to Live By: 

I understand others are unique.  
I want to learn more about everyone I meet.  
I want to step into their shoes  
and see what they are going through.

I am a friend. I support and trust.  
Working together is a must. 
Kind and caring I will be.  
I listen to you. You listen to me.

Students will begin the module by exploring the concept of being unique and the various ways that we 
can be different from others. Students will be introduced to a phrase (We’re all different and that’s OK!), 
which will reinforce the importance of embracing our differences and learning from others. Students will 
then apply this strategy as they interview a peer in order to create a project that highlights several unique 
aspects about this individual.

The second session will focus on empathy. Students will use poetry to explore the idea of perspective 
and they will create an accompanying illustration to portray the perspective of a poem’s author. They 
will then consider the idea of stepping into someone else’s shoes and they will learn an acronym that 
guides them through how to do this. They will examine a cartoon that comically highlights two very 
different perspectives that can arise from one scene and they will create their own perspective cartoon 
that illustrates how two or more people may feel very differently in the same situation. Students will then 
reflect on when others have stepped into their shoes in the past, and they will set a goal for stepping into 
someone else’s shoes in the future.

In the final session, students will explore the importance of treating everyone with respect and working 
together as a team. After an introduction to an acronym that promotes effective teamwork, students will 
work together to play an art-based game. Students will then discuss what went well and what was more 
difficult in this communication activity and they will learn an additional strategy for listening to each other 
(Focus, Figure it out, Follow through), which they will apply to a new project: creating a poster that educates 
their peers about the importance of working together. Through this group collaboration, students will 
practice listening to each other and treating each other kindly. Students will then be introduced to the 
concept of positive feedback, they will reflect on the poster creation process, and practice sharing positive 
feedback with each other. 
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Day 1 | Begin (Slide 1)
 ● Instruct the class to sit on the floor in a circle or semi-circle and join the students by sitting  

at their level.

 ● Click once to display the question: Who are YOU?

 ● Explain that while this may seem like a funny question since the class already knows each other, you 
are challenging each student to really think about what makes them special.

 ● Pass out Handout 1: I am… to each student. Tell students that they are going to make a collage—or a 
piece of artwork made up of many different words and pictures—that represents them and answers 
this question.

 ● Explain that students should:

 ○ Write their name in the center of the handout. 

 ○ Look through the collage materials and cut out words and images that help explain what 
makes them special.

 ○ Glue these cut-outs to their handout.

 ● Explain that how they organize their collage is up to them. Some students may want the images to 
overlap, while some may want them spaced evenly. The design choice is theirs!

 ● Pass out the collage materials, glue sticks, and scissors.

 ● Tell the class that they will have about 10 minutes to create their collage and encourage them to 
begin creating!

Day 1, Slide 2

 ● Have the class sit back on the floor in a circle or semi-circle, with their collages on the floor in front 
of them.

 ● Click once to display the following portion from the Wings Words to Live By and read it aloud:

I understand others are unique.  
I want to learn more about everyone I meet.  
I want to step into their shoes  
and see what they are going through.

 ● Repeat, “I understand others are unique, I want to learn more about everyone I meet.”

 ● Click once to display the word “unique” and ask for student thoughts on what this word means. 

 ● Click again to display the definition: to be one of a kind and unlike anyone else!

 ● Then prompt students to examine their own collage and think about how their collage 
demonstrates that they are unique. 

 ● Once they have thought about it for a moment, encourage students to share their collage with the 
person next to them and explain how the words and pictures represent them (and nobody else!).

 ● Then invite each student to hold their collage out in front of them so the class can look around the circle, 
view the unique work that their classmates have created, and begin to learn more about their peers.
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Day 1, Slide 3

 ● Ask students to continue holding their collages in front of them and emphasize how different and 
unique each collage is from the next.

 ● Ask, “How are you different from someone else?” Encourage students to look at each other’s 
collages and then call on several students to share their thoughts.

 ● If a student brings up physical differences, acknowledge that everyone certainly does have unique 
looks—but tell the class that you would like to focus on our “inside” differences.

 ● Summarize the differences that students came up with and wrap up by concluding that in addition 
to how we look, we also all have different personalities and interests!

Day 1, Slide 4: 

 ● Ask, “When you think about the words “unique” and “different”, do you have positive or negative 
thoughts?” Encourage all students to give a thumbs up, thumbs down or thumbs to the side to 
indicate their feelings and then call on a few students to share their reasoning.

 ● After hearing students’ immediate reactions, explain that even though our differences may mean that 
we have to work a little harder to understand each other, our uniqueness is a very positive thing!

 ● Click once and ask students to think-pair-share* about why our differences are a positive  
(or good) thing.

*In a think-pair-share, students think about the question independently, discuss their answers with 
a partner, and then share their thoughts with the larger class.

 ● Once several students have shared, make sure students have considered that differences are 
positive because they give us the opportunity to learn from others.

 ● Ask, “When have you learned something from someone who is different than you?”

 ● If helpful, try to jumpstart student responses by sharing an experience of your own, or something 
along the lines of: “One of my best friends growing up was from _______. From her and her family, I 
learned how to say some words in ________ and I got to learn all about __________ food and cooking!

Day 1, Slide 5

 ● Click once to display: “We’re all different and that’s OK!” and read the phrase aloud.

 ● Click once and explain that each letter in “OK” reminds us that when we meet new and different 
people, we should try to learn more about them.

 ● Click again and explain that the O stands for “Offer your ideas and listen to others”.

 ● Explain that not only do we need to speak up and share our own thoughts and ideas, but we need 
to really listen to what others say!

 ● Ask and discuss, “Why is it important to listen to someone else’s point of view?”

 ● Then click again and explain that the K stands for “Keep an open mind and learn from others”.

 ● Ask, “What does it mean to have an “open mind”?” 

 ● Be sure students understand that when you have an open mind, you don’t make decisions about 
people or ideas ahead of time. You are willing to listen to, consider, and accept new ideas. When 
you have an open mind, you are happy to see what new things you can learn.
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 ● Summarize by telling students when we listen to others and have an open mind, we can learn all 
kinds of things from people who are different from us!

Day 1, Slide 6

 ● Explain that for the rest of class students will be working in pairs to learn more about one of  
their peers.

 ● Divide students into groups of two. If there is an odd number of students, there should be one 
group of three. If possible, place students into pairs with students they may not know well.

 ● Click to explain that students will be completing three tasks:

 ○ First, they will create interview questions to get to know their partner better.

 ○ Next, they will interview their partner.

 ○ Then, they will use what they have learned to create a book cover for a pretend book (a 
biography!) that is all about their partner. Their book cover must show how their partner is 
unique.

 ● Distribute Handout 2: Interview Guide to each student and review the directions together. As you 
do, talk through a couple sample interview questions, such as: What is your favorite thing to do in 
your free time? Or: What kind of food do you dislike the most? Remind students that the goal is to 
discover unique qualities about their classmate!

 ● Explain that once students are done interviewing their classmate, they will then move on to creating 
a book cover about them. Hold up a few sample books and ask for students to describe what each 
one includes. Ensure students understand that book covers contain a title and an image that helps 
the reader learn about the story inside.

 ● Then click once to project Handout 3: Book Cover. Read the directions aloud and explain that 
students will use what they learn from their interviews to create this book cover.

 ● Tell the class that once their interviews are complete, they should raise their hands and you will give 
them a Book Cover handout.

Day 1, Slide 7

 ● Encourage students to begin their interviews and tell them to check the directions on the slide if 
they need a reminder of the order in which they should complete their work.

 ● As students raise their hand to tell you they are done with their interviews, quickly scan their 
interview answers and ensure that they contain content they can use to create a book cover that 
shows how their peer is unique. If not, provide a few additional question recommendations.

 ● Then distribute Handout 3: Book Cover to each student.

 ● If any groups have not begun their book covers once there are 15 minutes left in the session, 
prompt them to finish up their interview questions and get started.
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Day 1, Slide 8

 ● When there are about five minutes left, conclude this session with a library walk.

 ● Instruct each student to display their book cover around the classroom. (It’s fine if it is still in  
draft form!)

 ● Then lead students in walking around the classroom quietly, like they are in a library, so they can 
look at the book covers their peers have created. As they do so, encourage them to think about how 
their peers are unique and what they can learn about each of their classmates. 

Day 2 | Slide 9
 ● Begin the second session by instructing the class to sit on the floor in a circle or semi-circle and join 

the students by sitting at their level.

 ● Display a poem about perspectives by Shel Silverstein and instruct students to follow along as you 
read it aloud.

 ● Ask students to think about the perspective of this poem. Ask, “As we read this poem, we’re looking 
at the world through whose eyes?”

 ● Pass out Handout 4: From My Eyes, I See to each student and explain that you will give them about 
five minutes to create a sketch that shows what the world (a room, a place outdoors, etc.) may look 
like from the perspective of this one-inch-tall person!

Day 2, Slide 10

 ● Invite students back to your circle or semi-circle with their sketch. 

 ● Instruct each student to hold their drawing facing outward so the class can look around the circle 
and see what their peers have created.

 ● Then click once and explain that one part of understanding someone else’s perspective is 
understanding what they see, just like they considered during this activity.

 ● Click again and explain that another important part of understanding someone else’s perspective is 
thinking about what this other person may be thinking or feeling.

 ● Ask, “Based on what you know about this one-inch-tall person, what do you think they may be 
thinking or feeling?” Encourage students to refer to clues from the poem or their own drawing to 
help support their ideas.

Day 2, Slide 11

 ● Tell students that you are going to challenge them to consider perspectives one more time, but this 
time there will be two perspectives to think about!

 ● Click once and ask students to consider the perspective of each person in the cartoon. 

 ● Prompt students to think about: 

 ○ What does the person on the island see? What may this person be thinking? What may this 
person be feeling? 

 ○ What does the person on the boat see? What may this person be thinking? What may this 
person be feeling?
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 ● Wrap up by concluding that even though these two people may initially look like they’re in similar 
situations since they’re both in the middle of the ocean, their perspective (what they see, think, and 
feel) couldn’t be more different!

Day 2, Slide 12

 ● Explain that when you consider someone’s perspective and think about what someone else is 
seeing, thinking, and feeling you are putting yourself into someone else’s shoes.

 ● Click once to reveal and reread this portion of the Words to Live By:

I understand others are unique.  
I want to learn more about everyone I meet.  
I want to step into their SHOES 
and see what they are going through.

 ● Explain that when we step into someone else’s shoes and try to understand how he or she is feeling, 
we are able to be as supportive and kind as possible.

 ● Point to the word “shoes” in the Words to Live By and explain that each letter helps us remember 
how to actually step into someone else’s shoes.

 ● Click to remove the Words to Live By. 

 ● Click once more and tell students that the S stands for Sound of their voice.

 ○ Ask, “Do they sound excited? Nervous? Frustrated? Confident?”

 ○ Click once to reveal the cartoon again and ask students to share: How do they think these 
two characters would sound? 

 ○ Ask student volunteers to say, “Boat!” and “Land!” in a tone of voice that portrays how they 
may feel.

 ● Click again and explain that H stands for How they act.

 ○ Explain that what you do with your arms, hands, and legs is your body language.

 ○ Ask, “Based on the body language of the two people in the cartoon, how do they  
seem to feel?” 

 ○ Then ask all students to demonstrate what their arms, hands, and legs might do when they 
feel nervous, frustrated, and confident.

 ● Click another time and say that O stands for Outer appearance. 

 ○ Explain that outer appearance refers to what they look like on the outside. Ask, “What do 
they look like? Are they turning red, shaking, sweating, slouching, or standing up straight?”

 ○ Explain and demonstrate that if you were excited, you might sit or stand up very straight. 
You even might tap your foot because you can’t sit or stand still!

 ○ Then ask students to show you how they may look when they are nervous, frustrated,  
and confident.

 ● Click again and say that E stands for Expression on their face. Ask, “What does their face look like? 
What expression are their eyes or their mouth making?”

 ○ Ask for the entire class to make a face that shows excitement.
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 ○ Then ask the class to look around at each other and note that everyone shows excitement 
a little differently!

 ○ Continue by asking all students to show what their face may look like when they are 
nervous, frustrated, and confident.

 ● Finally, click one more time and explain that S stands for Surroundings: Where they are and who 
they are with.

 ○ Explain that sometimes noticing where the person is or who they are with can help us 
understand what they are feeling, especially if we combine it with the other parts of 
SHOES.

 ○ Ask, “How do the surroundings in this cartoon help us better understand what these 
characters are feeling?”

 ● Then ask the following:

 ○ If you see someone is with a lot of other people who they don’t really know and they are 
crossing their arms, blushing, and looking down, how might they feel? 

 ○ Or, if someone is with a lot of other people, and they are smiling, laughing and jumping up 
and down, how might they feel?

 ● Wrap up by telling students that when you think about all the letters in SHOES, you are able to really 
step into someone else’s shoes and look at the world from their perspective.

Day 2, Slide 13

 ● Click once to reveal the blank comic outline and explain now that students know how to put 
themselves into someone else’s shoes they are going to create their own comic!

 ● Explain:

 ○ Like the island comic, students will choose one scene or setting where two people could be 
feeling or thinking very differently.

 ○ In the top square, students should draw the comic panel from the shoes of one person in 
the scene, complete with a thought or speech bubble.

 ○ In the bottom square, students should draw a second panel from the shoes of another 
person in the scene, complete with another thought or speech bubble.

 ● Ask students to help you brainstorm a list of places where their comic could take place and record 
their ideas on the board or a piece of chart paper.

 ○ The sky is the limit, but possibilities include: recess, lunch, in class, at home, on the bus, at 
the mall, at the park, etc.

 ● Then click twice to remove the comic outline and replace it with the SHOES acronym. Encourage 
students to refer to the acronym as they create their comic so they can truly put themselves in each 
of their characters’ shoes.

 ● Then distribute Handout 5: In their Shoes to each student and tell them to get started!

*Tip: Some students may benefit from brainstorming additional ideas with their classmates before 
beginning to work on their own.
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 ● When there are about 20 minutes left in the class session, give students a reminder that they have 5 
minutes left to work.

 ● When there are about 15 minutes left in the class session, encourage students to look around the 
room and make eye contact with someone with whom they may not normally work. They should 
then share their comic with this person and see what they can learn!

Day 2, Slide 14

 ● Instruct students to join you back in a circle or semi-circle.

 ● Click once and explain that students are now going to apply what they have learned to their own lives.

 ● Ask students to think-pair-share a time when someone stepped into their shoes and really tried to 
understand how they were feeling.

 ● If needed, kick off with an example such as, “Someone stepped into my shoes when they could see I 
was really nervous about _______. They gave me a hug and promised me everything would be okay!”

 ● Click twice, then encourage students to Show Their ID* and think about a time when they should 
have stepped into someone else’s shoes but didn’t.

* If students have not yet learned this term from the Responsible Decision-Making lesson, simply 
remove it.

 ● Begin with a personal example, such as, “I remember a time when my friend tripped and I laughed. 
His face turned red and he looked down. If I had stepped into his shoes, I would have known from 
his expression that he was embarrassed and upset.” Then ask a couple volunteers to share their 
own examples, without using names.

 ● Click two more times. Then pass out Handout 6: My Goals to each student and explain that for the 
time remaining in class, they will create their own SHOES goal by following these steps:

 ○ Draw an outline of someone else’s shoe. (In other words: a shoe that does not look like one 
you would normally wear!)

 ○ Somewhere within the design of the shoe, write the following sentence starters to create 
your own goal:

 ● I will step into someone else’s shoes the next time_________________.

 ● I will step into their shoes by __________________________________.

 ● *Tip: Tell students that these sentences could be included anywhere in the shoe: in the laces, on the 
sole, on the side, etc.

 ● Help students kick-off their goal-setting by explaining how you may fill in the sentence starters. 
Model your thought process out loud by saying, “I just shared that I wished I had stepped into 
someone else’s shoes when my friend tripped and I laughed. So, for my goal, I may say, “I will step 
into someone else’s shoes the next time I see someone do something that I want to laugh at. I will 
do this by looking at the other person’s facial expression and body language so I can figure out how 
they might be feeling.”

 ● Answer any questions and then instruct students to use the coloring materials and begin their goal-
setting. If you think it will be helpful for students to discuss their goal with a peer before working 
individually, encourage them to do so.
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Day 2, Slide 15

 ● When there is just a minute or so left in class, collect students’ completed shoes goals so you can 
later display them around the classroom. Or, if this is not possible, try to incorporate time for  
goal-sharing into the next several sessions!

 ● Then conclude by asking the class to join you in reading the Words to Live By stanza aloud that you 
have covered over the last two sessions:

I understand others are unique.  
I want to learn more about everyone I meet.  
I want to step into their shoes  
and see what they are going through.

Day 3 | Slide 16
 ● Begin with a class graffiti board centered around the word Friend, by asking all students to draw 

a quick sketch or write a few words on the board that demonstrate the qualities they look for in 
a friend. If you are using a smart board, students can draw directly on this slide. If not, rewrite 
“Friend” on the white board or a piece of chart paper and have students sketch/write around it.

*Tip: If possible, have several students draw at the same time to quicken the process.

 ● Once everyone has contributed, assemble students on the floor in circle or semi-circle in an area 
where the class graffiti board is visible and join the students by sitting at their level.

 ● Give students a moment to observe the graffiti board. As they do, encourage them to think about 
the similarities and differences between everyone’s contributions. 

 ● Ask, “Do we seem to agree or disagree on the qualities that make up a friend? Why?”

Day 3, Slide 17

 ● Click to project the next verse of the Wings Words to Live By and read it aloud:

I am a friend. I support and trust.  
Working together is a must.

 ● Explain that in order to have good relationships with others, it is important to treat everyone with 
respect. This means that you act like a friend, you support (or help others), you trust others, and you 
work together. 

 ● Ask students to raise their hands if they agree that it is important to treat others this way.

 ● Then ask them to raise their hands if they think it can be hard to always treat others this way.

 ● Share that, thankfully, you have a few tips to make this a little easier!

Day 3, Slide 18

 ● Point to the word “TEAM.” Explain that like “OK” and “SHOES”, the letters in “TEAM” can be used to 
help you work together as a team.

 ● Ask students to pretend they are on a basketball team. 

*Tip: If another sport is more popular with your students, feel free to substitute!
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 ● Click once and explain that T stands for “Tell our strengths and weaknesses.” 

 ○ Ask, “If we’re on a basketball team, why would it be helpful to tell our teammates and 
coach what we’re good and not-so-good at?”

 ● Click again and explain that E stands for “Express words kindly.”

 ○ Encourage students to think-pair-share. Ask, “Why would you want to express words kindly 
and speak nicely to your coach and teammates?”

 ● Click once more and say that A stands for “Act as one…win together and lose together.” Explain 
that this means we don’t blame people for their mistakes or our mistakes! This also means that 
whatever happens as a result of the team working together is the responsibility of everyone and 
not just one person. If they scored it was because of the team’s effort and not just the person who 
made the shot.

 ○ Ask, “If someone missed a basket and you lost the game, why shouldn’t you blame this 
person? Or, if you made the winning basket, why shouldn’t you take all the credit?”

 ● Click one final time and say that M stands for “Make sure everyone is included.” 

 ○ Encourage students to think-pair-share. Ask, “How do you feel if you’re left out? Why is it 
important for everyone on your team to be included?”

Day 3, Slide 19

 ● To help the class better understand the meaning of TEAM and to practice being part of a team, 
explain that the class is going to play a group game similar to Pictionary. 

 ● Each group will receive a stack of cards (show students what the cards from Handout 7: TEAM cards 
look like) and a few pieces of blank paper.

 ● Then click once and read through the rules:

 ○ When it is your turn, secretly pick a card. 

 ○ Help your team guess what you picked by silently sketching a picture, using no words  
or letters!

 ○ The rest of your team will work together to take one guess about the part of TEAM that 
you are drawing.

 ○ If they guess the correct letter, your team can keep the card. If your team guesses the 
wrong letter, put the card back in the pile.

 ○ A new person picks a card and starts drawing.

 ○ Each team should try to keep as many cards as possible in six minutes!

 ● Before the students begin, model the directions:

 ○ Secretly select a card and draw a picture on the board that illustrates the card you 
selected. 

 ○ Then facilitate the class in working together to take one guess about which part of TEAM 
you are illustrating! 

 ● Consider nominating a team speaker to discuss with the team the guess and then 
articulate their guess.
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 ● Once students seem to understand the rules, divide the class into groups of four and distribute the 
precut cards from Handout 7: TEAM cards and a few blank pieces of paper to each group.

 ● Start your classroom timer and say, “Go Teams!”

Day 3, Slide 20

 ● Once six minutes have passed, bring the class back together in a circle or semicircle for a moment 
of reflection.

 ● Click once and ask, “What went well when you were working as a team?”

 ● Then click again and ask, “What was difficult about working as a team?”

 ● Acknowledge that communicating, which includes speaking and listening, is not always easy!

 ● Click twice to display and read the final stanza of the Wings Words to Live By:

Kind and caring I will be.  
I listen to you. You listen to me.

 ● Explain that it is easier to be kind and caring when you listen, because you are taking time to 
understand the other person. 

 ● Click once more and tell students that the next time they work with others, they can be better 
listeners if they:

 ○ Focus: Look at the person who is talking and don’t interrupt.

 ○ Figure it out: Ask questions if you don’t understand.

 ○ Follow through: Show that you understand!

 ● Ask the class for suggestions on hand signals or motions to remember these three Fs and try to 
agree on one set of gestures.

 ● Then read through the three Fs one more time and ask the students to join you in the gestures they 
selected.

 ● Reiterate that when you focus on what someone is saying, figure it out when you don’t understand, 
and follow through to show when you do understand, it is easier to listen and understand others!

Day 3, Slide 21

 ● Tell the class that they are going to spend the rest of the session focusing, figuring it out, and 
following through as a team! 

 ● Explain that the groups of four who were working together before will now work together again as a 
team. However, this time they will be creating their own piece of artwork: a poster that will be hung 
in their school that (click to reveal):

 ○ Shows the importance of working together.

 ○ Gives at least one tip about how to work as a team!

 ● Explain that the overall goal of the poster is to teach their peers how to have better relationships 
with others by working as a team.
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 ● Tell the groups that how they get these two points across is up to them. But no matter what, before 
they start writing and drawing, they need to discuss what their poster will look like. 

 ● Click once more and explain that, as groups discuss their ideas, you will be looking for teams who 
are focusing, figuring it out, and following through! Once everyone agrees with the overall idea, 
groups can then begin creating their poster.

 ● Deduct about five minutes from the time remaining in the session and tell students they will have 
about this much time to create at least a rough draft of their poster.

 ● Then give each group a poster board and encourage them to get to work.

 ● As students work together to create their poster, rotate among the groups. Provide suggestions and 
positive feedback relating to how each group is working together as a team.

 ● When there are 10 minutes left in class, give a 5-minute warning.

Day 3, Slide 22

 ● Bring students back to their semi-circle or circle and conclude with a round of positive feedback.

 ● Explain that you are going to try to hang these posters around the school so that their classmates, 
as well as younger and older students, can learn more about how to treat each other with respect 
and be part of a team. 

 ● Then share positive feedback, such as, “Seeing and hearing everyone work together as a team today 
made me feel very proud.”

 ● Explain to students that when you tell others that you like something they did and then you add 
how it made you feel it’s called giving positive feedback.

 ● Ask students to give you a thumbs up if they enjoy receiving compliments.

 ● Explain that if we enjoy receiving compliments and getting praise from someone, we can help 
others feel the same way by praising them for what they do. 

 ● Explain that giving positive feedback is a great way to let others know how they make you feel when 
they are good to you. It tells others the positive effects of their actions!

 ● Click once and encourage students to think about the work they just completed with their team and 
ask if anyone has positive feedback about a team member or team members that they would like to 
share. As they do, guide students in sharing what their teammate(s) did and how it made them feel.

*Tip: Purposely only choose a few students to share so that students do not feel left out if their 
name is not mentioned. 

 ● Tell the class that when we receive and give positive feedback, we learn how to become better 
friends and people! 

 ● Challenge each student to brainstorm positive feedback that they can give every member of their 
team and ask them to share it with this person before the end of the school day!
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Day 3, Slide 23

 ● Wrap up by clicking to display the verses of the Wings Words to Live By on which students have 
focused over the past three sessions and ask the class to read them aloud with you:

I understand others are unique.  
I want to learn more about everyone I meet.  
I want to step into their shoes  
and see what they are going through.

I am a friend. I support and trust.  
Working together is a must. 
Kind and caring I will be.  
I listen to you. You listen to me.

 ● Conclude by reminding students to keep these verses in mind every day as they work, play, and 
spend time with others!

EXTENSION Ideas
 ● Students can regularly revisit their SHOES goal statement, consider if it has been achieved, and 

brainstorm what steps could be taken to help them achieve it.

 ● Students can continue to apply their understanding of empathy by creating a graphic story that 
retells a popular story from another character’s perspective—being sure to include their opinions, 
feelings, and thoughts.

 ● Students can use a piece of artwork as inspiration to write a short story or poem from the 
perspective of someone featured in the work of art.

 ● Students can work as a whole class to design and create a classroom bulletin board that 
demonstrates their unique qualities and reminds them how to work together as a team.
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3–5 Standards
National Health Standards

 ● 4.5.1 Demonstrate effective verbal and nonverbal communication skills to enhance health.

 ● 6.5.1 Set a personal health goal and track progress toward its achievement.

Common Core English Language Arts Standards: 
Speaking and Listening:

 ● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.4.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in 
groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 topics and texts, building on others' ideas 
and expressing their own clearly.

 ● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.4.1.C Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on 
information and make comments that contribute to the discussion and link to the remarks of 
others.

Writing

 ● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and 
organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

Reading

 ● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text 
says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.

 ● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.3 Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, 
drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a character's thoughts, words, or actions).

National Core Arts Anchor Standards 
Creating: 

 ● Anchor Standard #1. Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.

Connecting: 

 ● Anchor Standard #10. Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
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STUDENT HANDOUT 1I am...
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STUDENT HANDOUT 2Interview Guide
Directions: 

1. Come up with 4 or 5 questions to help you find out how your classmate is unique! You could ask about 
their likes, dislikes, secret skills, dreams, and more…

2. Then ask your classmate these questions and write down their answers!

Question 1: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Answer: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 2: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Answer: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 3: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Answer: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 4:__________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Answer: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 5: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Answer: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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STUDENT HANDOUT 3Book Cover
Directions: Create a book cover for an imaginary book about your classmate’s life. It must include:

1. A title that helps the reader learn about your classmate.

2. Pictures or words that show at least three ways your classmate is unique!
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STUDENT HANDOUT 4From My Eyes, I See...
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STUDENT HANDOUT 5In Their Shoes
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STUDENT HANDOUT 6My Goals
Directions: On this handout, draw a shoe that looks different from any shoes you own! Then write a goal 
somewhere in the shoe by using the following sentence stems:

I will step into someone else’s shoes the next time _________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

I will do this by ______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
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STUDENT HANDOUT 7TEAM CARDS

T

Tell our strengths  
& weaknesses

T

Tell our strengths & 
weaknesses

T

Tell our strengths 
& weaknesses

E

Express words  
kindly

E

Express words  
kindly

E

Express words  
kindly

A

Act as one…win 
together and lose 

together

A

Act as one…win 
together and lose 

together

A

Act as one…win 
together and lose 

together

M

Make sure everyone  
is included

M

Make sure everyone  
is included

M

Make sure everyone  
is included


